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Goals
● Identify strategies for collaborating with a 

campus center for teaching and learning
● Articulate benefits and challenges of 

providing information literacy grants to faculty
● Understand strategies for assessing faculty 

collaborations around information literacy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]We plan to:● Identify strategies for collaborating with a campus center for teaching and learning● Articulate benefits and challenges of providing information literacy grants to faculty● Understand strategies for assessing faculty collaborations around information literacy



Outline
● Larger context – our campus and beyond
● Information literacy grant
● Impact on our instruction program
● Impact on faculty and lessons learned
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]To provide a roadmap, we’re going to focus on these areas:Larger context – looking at teaching centers on our campus and elsewhereNarrowing our attention to course dev. grants – specifically our Information Literacy grantDiscussing its impact on our instruction program, including challenges and successesAn assessment of the grant program, focusing on its impact on faculty*We will use Padlet at one point to include your experience with your campus center for teaching and learning as part of this conversation.



C ontext
● 4-year residential college of liberal arts and sciences

● 2,600 undergraduate students

● Core group of 5 R&I librarians provide most library instruction

● In 2017-18, librarians worked with 219 classes

● In 2017-18, 66% (1,721) of students attended a library session

(90% first-year; 63% soph.; 52% juniors; 54% senior)
4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]We are a four-year liberal arts college.We serve around 2,600 undergraduate studentsMost of our instruction is delivered by a group of 5 R&I librarians.However, around 3 other colleagues do co-teach or deliver sessions within their liaison areasTo give you a sense of scale, last year we worked with 219 classesRight now of our instruction is delivered in person and as a one-shot.We also met with 66% of our students– although participation levels vary across years.Librarians in R&I teach around 20-25 sessions per semester.



T eac hing C enter
● Johnson Center for Creative Teaching & Learning started 

in 2002 

● No physical location

● Director (faculty) and Advisory Board (9 members)

● Board includes faculty from all academic divisions, recent 

recipients of two teaching awards, and representatives 

from Academic Advising, IT, and the library
5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]Gettysburg College has had a teaching center since 2002Established through a matching grant with the Christian A. Johnson Endeavor Foundation, which has a stated interested in supporting  “the curricular and pedagogical development of a significant number of liberal arts colleges”The formal mission for the Center focuses on: “providing opportunities for faculty to hone their pedagogical skills, explore collaborative and experiential learning techniques, and incorporate technological innovations.”It does not have a physical location, besides the director’s office.The center itself is run by a director (faculty member) and an advisory board that includes faculty representatives from our academic divisions, the recipients of two teaching awards, and representatives from Academic Advising, IT, and the LIBRARY.And, how did we get a librarian onto the Board? We asked to be on it. At the time, we had little representation on campus committees, and since this was new and still unformed, we reached out, described our connection to teaching, and asked to be on it.Transition to Kerri.



C ollaboration
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Common 
Programming

• New faculty and 
graduate student 
orientation

• Individual consults
• Providing teaching-

related workshops
• Support for course 

development 
(grants)

Librarians as Part icipants /  Partners

• In-house professional development [Hoseth, 2009]
• Partners in programming: librarian-initiated vs. 

Center- initiated [Jacobson, 2001]

Benefits

• Fostering communication across campus 
• Increased visibility of teaching role of librarians
• Future partnerships; service on campus committees

[Warner and Seamans, 2004]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]Common themes from the literature:Examples of teaching center programming common across campusesNew faculty orientationIndividual support for improving teaching effectivenessProvide teaching-related workshopsCourse development (grants, course releases)Examples of collaborations between libraries and teaching centers	Librarians as participants in programsLibrarians as partners in program offeringsBenefits of these collaborations:Fostering communication and developing relationships across campus related to teachingIncreased visibility of the teaching role of librariansInclusion on campus committeesEnthusiasm for future partnerships 



Programming
● Library involvement on our campus has included:

○ New faculty orientation

○ “In the Classroom” discussions on IL and assignment design

○ Workshops:  Open Education Resources, Scholarly 

Communications issues, technology, digital literacy, and 

Digital Humanities

○ Course development grants
7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]Library involvement has taken several forms.In general, the librarian on the board, helps with workshop and event schedule.But, it’s also been an opportunity to advocate for library involvement and expertise in program offerings, too.That’s taken a few forms:New faculty orientationLeading discussions and workshops about:Information literacyAssignment design and alternatives to the research paperOpen Educational ResourcesScholarly communication issues, such as negotiating pub. AgreementsIntegrating technology into the classroom, digital literacy, and DHAnd, supporting course-specific grants.



Disc uss ion
How are the l ibrary and teac hing c enter 

c ollaborating on your c ampus?

Share on Padlet : ht tps:/ / padlet .com/ mussl ib/ loex19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]We want to know how you are collaborating with your teaching centers on campus.Take a few minutes to consider the question and then share your thoughts on Padlet using the URL provided.How are the library and teaching center collaborating on your campus?https://padlet.com/musslib/loex19Discussion questions for debrief:How have these collaborations changed over time?What benefits have you noticed?

https://padlet.com/musslib/loex19
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A 
screenshot 
of the Padlet
responses 
was taken 
after the 
LOEX 
presentation 
and added 
to the 
presentation 
for this 
archived 
copy.



Opportunities
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Johnson Teaching 
w ith Special  

Col lect ions Grant  
(2017)

• Enhance course 
to include using 
archival/ primary 
sources for 
assignments

• 100-200 level
• $1,000 stipend

Johnson Digital  
Literacy 

Assignment  Grant  
(2017)

• Enhance course 
to include a digital 
literacy 
assignment

• $500 stipend
• 20 hrs. student 

support

Johnson 
Informat ion 

Literacy Grant  
(2012)

• (Re)design course 
to include an 
emphasis on 
library-related 
student research

• 200-300 level 
• $1,000 stipend

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]We currently offer three grants in partnership with our teaching center that provide librarian support in the areas of information literacy, digital literacy, and special collections.We are going to focus primarily on the IL grant for today – our first grant in partnership with the JCCTL, but links to information about the other two are provided in our list of references.  



IL  Grant
● First awarded spring 2012
● 200-300 course level, spring semester only
● $1,000 faculty stipend
● IL skills and concepts integrated, sequenced, and assessed
● Goals:

○ Increase awareness/ support of IL beyond 100-level
○ Assess student learning to inform local practice/ improve 

teaching effectiveness
○ Develop faculty champions – “ripple effect”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]The IL grant provides dedicated time for a faculty member and a librarian to collaborate beyond the typical one-shot, incorporating:Sequenced opportunities over the course of a semester for students to develop IL skills,And, assessment of student learning related to information literacy.  Through partnering with our campus teaching center for the grant, we are able to:Provide funding for the award (the grant provides a stipend of $1,000.00)Utilize the already existing Center infrastructure for the application and review processInclude it among other internal funding opportunities the Center provides – elevating the visibility of the grant.The goals of the grant have remained the same since its inception:Bolster faculty awareness/support of IL beyond the 100-level,Provide librarians the opportunity for assessing student learning related to IL in order to inform our practice and improve teaching effectiveness,And, finally to develop faculty champions of ILThe IL grant is offered for 200-300 level courses, spring semester onlyA special mention and thanks to Lafayette College whose information literacy grant program served as a model as we developed ours.  Lafayette has been offering an IL grant since 2002 and their staff was a great resource to us as we began considering this option for our campus.



IL  Grant E xperienc e
● Consultation and application

■ Moving beyond usual practice
● Planning and implementation

○ Librarian as partner in teaching
○ Examples: 

■ Course-integrated IL instruction
■ Research consultations with librarians, peer research 

mentors
■ Assessment: pre/ post tests, rubrics
■ Fun! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Kerri]The application process takes place during the fall semester.  The advisory board of the teaching center reviews and makes a final decision on who is awarded the grant. The majority of the planning for the course happens over winter break. Applicants are required to consult with a librarian from the Research & Instruction department to discuss ideas ahead of the submitted application. Applicants are encouraged to use the grant experience to move beyond usual practiceAll submitted applications are discussed among the group of Research & Instruction librarians – weighing the pro/cons of each before making a recommendation for the library representative to take back to the board.Grants have been awarded to courses spanning the disciplines. What the grant experience looks like in practice is varied, but here are a few examples:Course-integrated IL instruction – typically multiple sessions either for a full class time, or multiple half sessions.Research appointments with individuals/pairs/small groupsAssessment:Rubric-based assessment of an intermediate assignment by both the librarian and faculty member.  Pre and post-tests – usually in the form of a survey.Other activities have included:Office-hours for drop-in assistanceVideo research logsAssigning one or two of our peer research mentors (current students who are trained to provide research support) to the class for additional supportAttending field trips with students Attending student presentations



Impac t on IL  Program
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IL Inst ruct ion Sessions by Course Level, 2014-2019

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19
100 level 105 101 110 120 119
200 level 56 49 62 48 60
300 level 53 38 33 34 47
400 level 11 11 9 12 16

Other 9 5 5 6 6
TOTAL 234 204 219 220 248

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]To return to the goals Kerri just mentioned, we’ve had mixed success.In terms of our IL program we have definitely increased our level of involvement at the 200 and 300 level.I’ve included the data here from the last five years.To give you a sense of the growth, in 2010, we were doing 35 sessions at the 200-level and 17 at the 300-level. We’re now up to 60 and 47, respectively.By working closely with faculty in this way, we do have pockets of “faculty IL champions” within their disciplines. These are the faculty who we now see for many of their disciplinary courses and when they teach an FYS.Has this level of collaboration and the resulting assessment improved our local practice? Yes.Assessment is required for all of the courses that received the IL grant – usually an assessment that goes beyond what a faculty member would normally do. All of this assessment has informed how librarians and teaching faculty work with students to scaffold the research process and help with selecting information sources, developing a topic, evaluating what they retrieve, integrating those sources into their writing, and empowering students to feel that they’re contributing to the scholarly conversation.Have we seen IL ripple across departments? No. Many of our collaborators are still outliers in their departments.However, more broadly, we have seen IL become part of the SLOs for our FYS Program, and it’s now clearly articulated in the department-level SLOs for many, but not all, academic departments. (At this time, it’s still not explicit in the college-level curricular goals.) The committees writing the SLOs for the FYS and departments included faculty who have participated in this program and can speak confidently about IL.  That has definitely helped. We’re not the only people talking about this anymore.



Impac t and C hallenges
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2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

4 3 1 3 3 3 0 4

Number of IL Grant  Appl icat ions Received, Fal l  2011-2018

Departments of Courses Supported, 2011-12 to Present
• Africana S tudies
• Anthropology
• Art & Art History
• B iology

• E nglish
• Globalization S tudies
• Health S c iences
• History

• Music
• Philosophy
• Psychology
• Public  Policy
• R eligious S tudies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]Although we haven’t seen a flood of interest within departments, the range of courses across departments has been quite good – ranging across the humanities, sciences, and social sciences.Overall, I would also say that we’ve received a healthy of amount of interest over the years – often funding 2-3 grants each spring semester.Also, the work we’ve done with these individual courses has demonstrated our ability to support faculty and course development – which has helped us to secure funding to do this work in two other areas, digital literacy and special collections.With that success, though, there are also a few challenges:Sustainability of intensive collaboration. Next year we’ll be capping the total number of grants to two. Our overall instruction has grown, but our staff hasn’t… and we haven’t added more hours to the work day! This is valuable work, but it does take time. As coordinator, I balance the instruction loads for those who are supporting grants, and we try to rotate participating librarians each academic year.Ebb and Flow of Interest. As I mentioned, after 8 years of doing this, we’ve largely had a very stable level of interest.However, 2017-18, was a turning point – that’s the year when we received zero applications, which raised a few questions for us – 1. What happened; did we exhaust the potential number of applicants? 2. Is this still relevant and needed? 3. Should we be doing something else?



Assessment
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Research Quest ion
● What impact, if any, do faculty IL grants have on…

○ Faculty understanding and purposeful  

integrat ion of IL into their courses and/ or 

department curriculum

○ Faculty perception of l ibrarians as col laborators 

in student learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]That year of zero applications was actually a good thing. It gave us a chance to look more closely at our work. Up to this point, we hadn’t done any work assessing the impact on the faculty participants. We had really only focused on the impact on the learner.Anecdotally, we thought it had been positive for everyone, but we needed to go back to our original motivation for the grant and complete a formal assessment.Last year, after Kerri and I looked back through the planning documents for the grant, we identified a question that we wanted to explore.	What impact did the IL grant have on:faculty understanding of IL and its purposeful integration into their coursesAND, the faculty perception of librarians at collaborators in student learningWe spent the first part of Spring 2018 getting all of our materials together and completing the IRB process.In April, we reached out to all 10 previous participants to conduct semi-structured interviews about their experience.Later that month, we conducted 30-45 minute in-person interviews with 5 of them.I won’t go into depth with everything we learned from those interviews, but we wanted to share some items that are relevant to our conversation today – whether you already have a grant program or are considering implementing one.
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Motivation Need increase rigor, poor use of sources, 
underprepared students, limited breadth of 
research, poor citation

Prior IL 
Awareness

disciplinary/national conversations, Gettysburg’s
info. lit. outcomes, changing info. landscape, 
visual literacy with info. literacy

Collaboration scaffolding, multiple sessions, assignment design, 
SLOs, assessment, rubric development and use, 
librarian as partner, research consultations, 
research guides

Impac t Self librarian as partner, IL ownership, campus 
collaborators, IL pedagogy, assessment (rubric), 
presentations/articles; presentations/publishing

Course IL assessment, course SLOs, topics (source
evaluation, citation, access to information), 
redesign, assessment

Students improved IL skills, source evaluation, information 
landscape, research process, participation in 
scholarship

Department none

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]This slide illustrates that broad themes from the interviews, including their personal motivation for applying and what that collaboration with a librarian looked like.For our time today, I want to focus on how the interview participants spoke about the impact of the experience.They spoke about that in four ways – self, course, students, and on their academic department.Based on what I said earlier from our instruction program data about departments, the participants confirmed that their work really hadn’t impacted anyone else in their department or department conversations about IL.For the course, the grant gave them a reason to:  assess IL specifically, revise their course SLOS to include IL, and spend more time in class working through the evaluation process, issues of access, and for some people, changing how they talk about citation.They also spoke about the impact on their students’ work in the areas you might anticipate (research process, source evaluation, overall strong IL skills, etc.)The impact on self, in particular, is of interest here for our conversation about working with campus teaching and learning centers, since the center should be providing opportunities for faculty to develop as teachers.For this, I want to share a few direct quotations from the interviews.



“ I feel l ike part icipat ing…with 
the l ibrary always has spil lover 
effects into every other course 
in some way because I become 
more aware… and I also have a 
shif t  in my perspect ive in terms 
of how do students see these 

issues…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]This quotation captures what I mentioned earlier. Although we haven’t seen one faculty member’s experience ripple across a department by inspiring their colleagues to integrate IL into their courses,  the experience with a librarian informed not only that course but their other courses, too. We heard this a lot.That doesn’t mean we are collaborating as intensely with a faculty member for that other course, but it does mean they transfer some aspect of that grant experience – how they talk about research with their students, the assignment sequence scaffold, the rubrics we developed, exercises we designed for class, and so on. 



“ I think the biggest  benefit  for 
me was that  [this] was real ly 

when I real ly fel t  l ike the 
l ibrarians were t ruly my 

partners in educat ion. That  
has extended to today.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]I also wanted to share this quotation because, again, one of our goals focused on collaborating more closely with a faculty member than what we would normally do for the one-shot.In the interviews, we saw faculty talking about how the close collaboration changed how they view librarians and the library. I think that’s pretty significant. That’s meant they have a stronger connection with librarians for instruction, go to librarians for collection development needs, and, in some cases, present at each others’ conferences or co-author papers.



“ Looking back on it ...I sought  these 
kind of opportunit ies, maybe in 

part  because they were 
opportunit ies to talk and learn 

together...and that ’s so valuable! 
...to learn from other people on 

campus and contribute to things 
in a more col laborat ive way.

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Clint]We also got some helpful feedback about things we needed to improve. For example, several participants, especially new faculty who had participated, spoke about the value of collaborating with other people across campus, people outside their department.It was important to them to understand early on how they could collaborate with the library.
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C hanges
Connect ions

● Developing a 
community of 
practice for the 
participants

Sustainabil ity
● Limit the 

number of 
awarded grants 
to 2.

Assessment
● Formalize the 

assessment for 
grant 
participants and 
librarians, not 
just the courses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering our original anxiety about the zero application year, that’s one of the takeaways that we thought we could immediately begin to address.ConnectionsIf we are funding several grants each semester, then why weren’t we doing more to connect those faculty and collaborating librarians together? So, this spring we came together for two lunches – one early in the semester and one in the last few weeks. This was a very easy way to bring people together. Many people had never met before, even on our small campus.We ended up having great conversations with each other – finding commonalities across disciplinary boundaries, working through frustrations (such as, why aren’t students singing up for these required research consultations?), and sharing exercises, assessments, and approaches. SustainabilityAfter a year of no applications, we eagerly supported 3 grants this spring. That was a lot. We’re not doing that again. Next year we’ll be capping our IL grant support at 2. On top of our regular instruction, we’re also supporting classes with our Special Collections colleagues for the SC grant and with our digital scholarship committee for digital assignments. Small, high-quality collaborations are better than trying to do too many things. That’s a lesson learned. And finally, Assessment.Putting together the programmatic assessment revealed that we hadn’t done a really good job beyond the classroom assessment.Although the center required it, faculty hadn’t always submitted final reports. We need to do a better job of working with the campus teacher center to get the faculty write-up, beyond what they present to colleagues in a Center event.Also, we haven’t touched upon the impact on librarians. Even informally, it’s important to reflect on the experience as librarians – recording what worked well, things we would never do again, or things we definitely want to try in another course. Personal reflection is good, but those takeaways are key to working toward the ripple effect that we want.Change seems like a good place to pause for today. We hope that you have more ideas for how you can collaborate with your teaching and learning center if your campus has oneIncluding, how can you make use of a grant like our Information Literacy grant to support your instruction program goalsAnd, some ideas to avoid our missteps when assessing the impact of such collaborationsWith that, Kerri and I would like to flip it over to questions from you. Please come up to use the microphone.
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T hank you!
Any quest ions?
You can reach us at:
cbaugess@gettysburg.edu or kodessha@gettysburg.edu

mailto:cbaugess@gettysburg.edu
mailto:kodessha@gettysburg.edu
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https://www.gettysburg.edu/offices/johnson-center-for-creative-teaching-and-learning/grants-professional-development/johnson-information-literacy-grant
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Credits
Slide and Padlet background image by S cott 
W ebb on U nsplash

Presentation template by S lidesC arnival

L OE X 2019
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